Pitch Line
Midatadin introduces analytics to the legal industry, providing both those seeking
legal advice and legal professionals with empirical, statistical information as the
basis for data analytics driven decision-making.

Status
 Time to market – two
months
 Patent pending

The Problem
Legal data is currently incomprehensible for the general public:

 Data-Mining agreements
with the Israeli &
Wisconsin judicial system



Current data is cluttered, disorganized and overwhelming

Business Model



Without structure, it is impossible for those seeking legal advise to find

 Subscription - Legal

understandable data regarding a potential lawyer

professionals
 Price per Package - The

The Product

public who seek legal
advice

Midatadin provides the public and industry professionals with crucial analytical data,
including:

Financials



Data statistics and analysis, developed by intricate algorithms

 Previous Funding: $75K by



Legal professional profiles and historical performance data



Case simulators that provide the statistical probability of winning a case, given

 Investment Sought: $660K

lawyers & judges’ names, records, court districts, legal sector, enterprise, etc.

 Commitment to invest

CCAA

Through data crawling, indexing & storing, Midatadin seeks to provide consumers
and professionals with data analytics in order to enable rational, statistic-based

$220K by CCAA


decision-making.

Team

The Market

Yehuda Baba
CEO
Holds LL.B, LL.M and M.B.A;
International experience in a

102M
Legal Cases per
Year (U.S)

1.22M
Lawyers
(U.S)

3M
Searches for Legal
Professionals per Month

58M
Seek Legal
Assistance Each Year

Go-To-Market

variety of start-ups in
communications and IT.
Uri Michaeli
CTO
Internet expert with over 10

Midatadin will be launched in Israel as a pilot. Six months after its launch, Midatadin

years experience in website

will enter the U.S market, starting in Wisconsin where the company has already

development.

signed data mining agreements with the relevant authorities.

Gideon Parchomovsky
Academic Advisor

Projections

Professor in the University of

Year 1+2: Israel

Pennsylvania School of Law;

Year 3: Wisconsin

Specialties in IP, Economics

Year 4: Additional U.S states

and Business Law.

Case Simulator

Homepage

Profile

